PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Chrome Café Banner Solution
Tensator’s Café Banner range is a portable solution that can be used
for extending or creating indoor or outdoor spaces, easy to install,
dismantle and store, the banner is a flexible and cost-effective way to
create space with minimal disruption.

Features & Benefits
- Chrome plated steel posts.
- Aluminium rail at the top and bottom, with a stainless steel connector f ixing
into a stainless steel ring.
- Option of surface f ixed or free standing banner systems.
- Three options of banner materials; PVC, Mesh or Canvas.
- Selection of standard banner colours and single or double-sided digital
dye prints.
- Customised banners to match your branding, with full colour print options
and no cost limitations, banners can also easily be replaced as seasonal
of fers or messages change.
- Large banner design allows for saleable advertising space.
- Extends your trading area and creates an exterior smoking area.
- 2 year warranty as standard.
- Cost ef fective, durable and hard wearing dye print that does not scratch
or deteriorate.
- Quick and easy to install.
- Keep your customers “inside” your environment whilst seated outside|
Tensator’s Café Banners measure just under 1.5m
from post centre to post centre (1330mm).

your establishment.
- In-house design team to assist you in the customisation of your banner.

outdoor

Product Specification
- Available in three banner materials; PVC, Mesh or Canvas, with plain or digital
dye-printed printed banner options, available in any Pantone colour at no
56.8”
[1445mm]

Standard
80lbs [36kg]

extra cost. All banners have a standard 1 year warranty subject to exclusions
for non wear and tear damage.
- The heavy weight PVC banner is available in either plain or with customised

52.4”
[1330mm]

graphics. PVC banners are water resistant, hardwearing and wipe clean.
With a durable high shine f inish the PVC banners are well suited for indoor
and outdoor use.
- Tensator’s mesh banners are easy to handle yet ultra-strong, and designed to
34.4”
[875mm]

34.4”
[875mm]

withstand the harshest weather conditions. The water resistant, wipe clean
banners are suitable for use outside.
2”
[50.8mm]

- The canvas banner is a premium durable banner option, making it a perfect
solution for café environments.

Applications
- Indoor & outdoor events, exhibition halls, shopping centres, pubs, clubs &
restaurants, museums, bars & cafés, hotels, leisure clubs, schools.
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Owing to the dynamic nature of our business, specifications are constantly being changed and therefore this literature is for informational purposes only.
Due to manufacturing tolerances and the hand-made nature of our products, assembled weights can have +/- 10% weight tolerances.
For the most up to date information, please visit our website www.tensator.com. Tensator makes no warranties, express or implied in this document E&OE.
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